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Dear Investor,

As is standard practice for Envirotech please see below our current progress update;

October was a busy and productive month for Envirotech. Starting with ongoing discussions with Energy service’s aggregators Kiwi 
Power, to establish and de�ne the best income possibilities for our battery projects. Despite di�culties with legislation, choices 
over technology and the industry being in �ux, we remain at the forefront of this energy revolution. 

Working to monetise our projects we visited Samsung’s Lithium Ion battery production and research facility in Hefai, China, to open 
negotiations about the acquisitions of their batteries, which research tells us are amongst the best. We spent 4 days there meeting 
with the European CEO Mr Steven Wang, the Samsung Vice President Mr James Wu, and associated tech and development 
personnel. The subjects for discussion were: 

• Tech development and future proo�ng    • Commercial partnership and terms
• Performance and failure warranties and compensation.  • End of life battery management and recycling. 

KiWi Power are advising us 
on optimising revenue.

This has been arranged for 
9th October 2018.
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These discussions ranged over two days, and arrangements were successfully concluded on the golf course, where 
James Wu won the round! 

• Envirotech attended the Solar Power and Energy Storage Conference and Awards Gala at the NEC, where we 
sponsored and presented an award for the most innovative �nancial transaction of the year, going to Lightsource BP. 

• Envirotech were also invited to attend an ongoing National Grid initiative to consider ‘Future Energy Scenario’s’, this is 
an open consultation with industry and commercial stakeholders, which tries to put considered and informed thinking 
and opinion together with forecast demand and government objectives, to arrive at likely scenarios around energy 
system requirements and usage! 

• In addition to the above, Envirotech have reached their �rst agreement to purchase land for a battery storage project, 
details to be revealed in due course.

Kind Regards

Christopher Hill
Chief Executive O�cer
Envirotech Energy Solutions Ltd

• This is an interesting work in progress, with  the reassuring conclusion (for 
Envirotech), that in every scenario, battery storage will be an essential part of 
the essential infrastructure for power supply security and renewable energy 
optimisation.


